
There's no right way for growing an online business. And honestly, me and my guests 
are more than fine with that.

I'm Hailey Thomas. And this is the podcast that lets you be a fly on the wall for 
candid conversations in many lessons through a variety of online entrepreneurs who 
are growing their businesses based on their own visions. We're on a mission to 
normalize and laugh about the behind the scenes truth of achieving a new level of 
success in your business. This is one year from now.

You guys, welcome to this episode of the podcast. And I cannot wait for you to meet 
our guest today. She and I have been internet friends for a little over a year. And 
we're just realizing this is the first time we've seen each other face to face on 
zoom as we're recording this, but I have with me Dr. Crystal Connor, and she is a 
life coach that really helps women level up their life. And I love the way that she 
is so beautifully challenges her clients at the same way of being really supportive 
and loving. you've kind of got that duality going on of like,

um,

you know, you're made For more, let's go get this together. And I got you, I got you
while you're growing into this next version of yourself. So crystal, thank you so 
much for being on the podcast. First of all,

thank you so much for having me. I like I said, I feel like we already know each 
other like we're already like Internet besties. So yeah, yeah. I love.

I love this so much. So can you tell our listeners the fast version of who you 
serve? And just about your coaching business as a whole? Yes,

I can't. So I work with ambitious women who want to have it all. And that means they
want to live extraordinary lives in their personal lives. So at home as moms and 
partners, and also in their careers and in their businesses. So they don't want to 
settle. They don't want to compromise. They want to really love their life.

I love that so much. And I love like, not anyone but like that's a broad. Yeah. 
Right, like, like lots of women can put themselves can self identify with it. So one
of the things I wanted to talk with you about today was just like the business side 
of selling, life coaching and selling results that are not like I'm a business 
coach. And so I can talk very specifically about the investments this much, right? 
sure your ROI is going to be this because of 123. Right? Today, I just want to talk 
with you about like, how do you work your business? And how have you learned to be 
confident in your offering and measure results and all the things that are necessary
to be a successful entrepreneur when you're not selling? Hey, we're gonna add a new 
offering to your business and we're gonna you know, 5x your plant like you're not 
selling? Right, right, exactly. So the first question that I have for you is, where 
did you start when you became a life coach? Were you focusing on ambitious women? At
that point? Were you selling this type of life coaching? When you first started, 
like, Where did things begin?

It began for me all over the place as most entrepreneurs. So I was like, Yeah, I 



want to be a life coach. And I decided to be a life coach, because I had such a 
transformational and really powerful experience of my own with the life coach. And 
through the process of working with her. I was like, man, everybody needs a life 
coach. And I you know, previously it was like, life coaching is dumb. I don't need 
anybody to tell me like what to do with my life. This is stupid. That's literally 
how I felt until I actually worked with the life coach, then I was like, oh, okay, 
yeah.

So what was the what was the turning point for you? I'm so curious.

I had just tried everything, Haley. And I think, you know, when I was turning, I'm 
44 now. And so, right around about 39. I was like, wait a minute, something has gone
wrong. Same as I've Yeah, right. Like, I've done all of the things that people say 
you're supposed to do, to have a really good life. I have like the education and the
family and the house and, and I just felt like something was missing. And I had, you
know, done all of the traditional things like all the self help books and all of 
that, like motivational speakers and therapist and I was like, this is just not 
working. And I had a girlfriend that was working with somebody at the time and she 
just kept talking about and I was like, whatever that is so dumb, like why are you 
doing and then finally I was like, maybe I'm dumb because she's getting results over
there and I'm still struggling over here. So working with her just opened up my eyes
to so much powerful ability. And it really, for the first time, I think on all of my
life had me Look at me because I was so used to being like, Whoa, I feel bad because
of this situation or because of this person. And I'm not where I want to be because 
of that. And if I had, you know, this person had done that, or I had gone to a 
different school, like I was very used to like blaming circumstances and people. And
the first time I met with her, I remember really well, because I had like, this long
list of why my husband was the problem. Yes. I took it in there. And I was like, 
Yes, I have all of these things. And I'm like, Yeah, she's gonna like, she was like,
Yeah, I don't care about all that, like, you could put that away. That's true. But 
like, you're the one here, so we're gonna deal with you. And I was like, like, 
clutching my pearls. Like, what, nobody's ever talked to me like that. And it was 
just so powerful and transformational. Like, it just changed the way that I think 
about everything. And it changed. You know, it just gave me my power back. Because I
was no longer like blaming people and circumstances. I was like, Okay, let me look 
at me. And it just helped me grow so much that I started looking at some of my 
girlfriend's like, yeah, you

might want to do this to see somebody.

Yeah, like, you might want to talk to somebody. And so it just really created in me 
this drive and passion to really want to help women, like just be the best version 
of themselves. And, you know, when I talk about the 10, out of 10, dream life, it's 
not about like, having all the money and all the clothes and like, that's great. But
the 10 out of 10 dream life is really like, Can you manage your emotions? Can you be
at peace? no matter what's going on around you? Can you handle? When overwhelm 
comes? Can you get yourself out of it like without like having to drink wine, or 
like eat cupcakes like, it's those things that is, it's a game changer when you 
start like taking this ownership. And I just look at so many women, I'm like, Girl, 
let me help you. Like I can help you find because all of us are like, I just want 



peace. I want peace and happiness, and we look outside of ourselves for it. And when
you teach somebody, you don't have to depend on anybody for this, like you can have 
this and you can create this. It's just a game changer. So I got started through my 
own myth.

And I, I love that. Thank you for sharing that. And I think that by hearing you talk
about your process of hiring a life coach, because you also weren't hiring someone 
to be like, Okay, I'm specifically want to get into this doctorate program now, or 
wasn't like an ROI. You were like, this isn't right. I don't like the results I have
right now. I want different results. And you weren't maybe, you know, thinking in 
those words, but I want something that I don't have right now. Right. And 
ultimately, I think what all coaches sell, I think either Simone soul says this, or 
some version of this that I've started saying is like, there's a little bit of a 
benevolent bait and switch, right? A little bit of like a loving, like, okay, you 
can pretend it's for this, but actually, the big pieces are like the ownership of 
your experience as a human, like the ownership of like you all the things you just 
said of all of your emotions and your ability to manage yourself when life does what
life does, which is go sideways all the time. So right all the time. So like, can 
you have the human experience the way that you want to have it? Can you own what 
your experience is going to be? Like what we're selling is ultimately, I think, for 
everyone who's not selling even if you are selling a money result, it's still it's 
still it's still this, but it's this like, it changes everything about how you 
process information. Like that's what changed is like, yeah, none of the external 
stuff shifted at all right? Yeah. You changed how you brought in information and 
then how you then dealt with yourself and then acted based on a nation. Exactly. 
That's so good. So for all my clients who are listening who also don't sell, you 
know, this much money at whatever, right? That's what you're selling is this 
transformation. It's just okay. Yeah,

yeah. And I, I can completely understand like other coaches, my first thought, even 
as I know, it was kind of deciding, Okay, I'm gonna do general life coaching. I 
can't tell you how many times I was like, General, like coaches don't make as much 
money as business coaches, like this is a fact. And I struggled with that for so 
long because of that. It's like, well, what's the tangible result that I'm selling 
them and I didn't, I just stayed in confusion so long around that because I was 
like, well, I can't say I'm gonna like make you this much money. And then, you know,
what happened was I started working with clients that would be like, you're always 
just so calm. You always just you're just so even and I was like, oh, maybe this is 
what I need to say like this is the tangible thing that you need is like, you're not
gonna yell at your kids as much, oh my god, even your kids as much you're gonna 
learn, like when when, when you get knocked down, you're gonna learn how to get up 
more quickly. It's not gonna be like this process of you're sad and depressed for 
weeks on end, like, you're gonna be able to get yourself out of this so quickly, 
like on demand, and you're gonna learn how to just become somebody who gets the 
result every time and you'll be able to do that on repeat. And so for me, it was 
like this shift of, no, I'm not selling a product, and I'm not selling this very 
tangible money in the bank result, but what I'm selling is like, I'm gonna help you 
change your life, I'm gonna help you. Because when you learn how to manage your 
emotions, and you learn how to be a person that experiences the full range of 
emotions, you expand your ability for both good and bad, right, the more you're 



willing to go through the stuff that kind of sucks. The more you expand yourself to 
get the other spectrum of that the other end of the spectrum, which is like more 
amazing. And I think for me the realization that if I learned how to manage my 
feelings, and I learned how to feel self doubt, and fear, and confusion, and all 
these things that we try to avoid, and we try to, like, get out of, like, what would
I do? What would I do in my business? What would I do in my life in my 
relationships? Like, what would I do? Because I'm not afraid to be afraid? Or I'm 
not afraid to,

like, feel badly or jointed? And

exactly, yeah. So I think that was a shift for me and learning how to sell general 
life coaching is like, Hey, this is going to benefit you in every area of your life,
you're going to get to essentially create for as much as we can create as humans, 
like you're going to get to create the life that you want. And it doesn't have 
anything to do with like changing your husband, or like making your kids behave all 
the time, or like career or anything, your career has nothing to do with that. It's 
like learning this skill changes your whole life. And you know, the more I lean into
that, and the more I speak to that, it's like, it's an education, particularly for 
general life coaches, like we have to explain this, like, this is the benefit of it.
Because again, there are people like I was it's like, no life coaching is that's 
dumb. Like, I don't need I don't need that. Yeah, that's our job as, as coaches and 
as general life coaches is to like, this is the benefit of this. This is how this is
going to transform your life. And learning how to communicate that in a way that's 
not coach speak. Right, right. We love all of our Oh, yeah, sure. Perfect. Yes. 
People are like,

yeah, so like, what I just heard you say was a couple of really good points. One, I 
can hear from you in the way that you talk, you are so bought into the results that 
you do create, like, I'm assuming at some point, you've taken the time to like, what
are the tangible results that I do create, right? Obviously, there are hundreds and 
hundreds of options, but even just writing down like you said, so for me. I really 
struggle from like, the time I do pick up from daycare, to bedtime, that is a rough 
time of my day, every day. And for someone to be like, yeah, hey, you're gonna have 
way less crappy version of that, like, you're gonna yell a third as much as much as 
you normally do and be exhausted by the time you get to bedtime. By the way, I have 
one child, so I don't even I just can't, I just can't help. But like that is a 
specific tangible result, right? life coaching. So the first thing I heard you say 
was, you are so bought into the results, like you've taken the time to actually 
think about what can I help people create? That it's actually pretty easy now for 
you to be like, Oh, I can help you. Right? You need this? I can help you. Yeah, 
right. That becomes an easy sell when you're so bought in. Exactly. So talk to me 
about that thought. life coaches, general life coaches don't make as much as 
business coaches. How did you work through that? And then like, how has your 
business numbers wise, grown in the last? I think, What are you two years in

here? And about two years of really trying? Okay. Okay, you know, the birth is kind 
of there. But yeah, so two years of really trying and I actually would bring that 
thought too, so I had a life coach I've had I love coaches. So I got coaches. So I 
had a life coach and I also had a business coach and my business coach in 



particular, you know, when we talked about that thought, she was like, let's find 
evidence that their life coaches like so. No, we I was like, Well, I don't really 
know. Like, of course, there's Tony Robbins, I guess, but he's talking business and 
like everybody I tried to think of I was like, Yeah, I don't I don't really think 
they Do the same thing. And so I just decided one day, okay, well, if I can't find 
it, then I'll be the example. I'll be the one that helps other coaches, because I 
know so many general life coaches think this, I'm like, well, I'll just be the 
example of that. And I love that I have to constantly remind myself of that, because
you know, entrepreneurship, it can be ups and downs, for sure. And I think you and I
were talking like, I hit six figures, like my goal was, okay, six figures at a year,
and I hit it right at a year. My goal is 250, at the end of this year, yeah, close, 
is that daily work of just reminding myself, okay. You can be the example of this, 
even if you don't know of anybody else, I'm sure their general I know their general 
life coaches that make this money. And I think it's just capturing that thought, 
every time it comes up in seeing how it was showing up in my results, when I thought
that it was showing up in my results, when I kept thinking, nobody's gonna pay me 
for this. Nobody's gonna pay me this much for this every time I thought that it 
showed up in my results. So really just catching the thought and then turning it 
around, like, it's the self coaching like, Okay, well, what if it was possible? And 
no, how could this be possible for you and just kind of turning it around? Instead 
of just like sitting back in defeat thinking, nobody's gonna pay me this? I'm like, 
wow, that'd be possible.

Yeah, like taking taking it as truth. Right, your brain is wiring it up, and then 
pretending it's a true statement and thought it's just an upgrade. Thought, right?

Yeah. And it's like, I could just as easily believe there are a million people that 
want to pay me for like, I don't know, either way, right? I have proof that either 
one is true. So why choose to believe the one that is like, detrimental to my 
business, like, this is not going to work for me. So I just continue to really 
foster and build up that belief. And it's always amazing. I read a book once I have 
a mentor that gave me a book called God winks. And it's just always amazing to me, 
like, anytime I'm feeling like this is it. So over, when

it's all coming down tomorrow, I should go get a

job. Or I should just like, quit, like, I'll get a message. And so I'm gonna be the 
oldest, this means so much that you said this, or this helped me so much. And I'm 
like, Okay. Like, let me go work on this belief. Let me go, you know. So, it's been 
a challenge. But I think for me, wanting to be the example because I know how I felt
like even in our, you know, circle of coach groups that we're in, and it's like, you
watch all these other people, and you don't think it's possible for you. And if you 
never challenge that, and you just like you said, like, take that as truth, then you
never get to see like, what is possible for you. And so when I hit six figures, that
first of all, I didn't even realize it until I was like, maybe I should check my 
numbers. And

same, I was like, right, we're here. Oh, cry, like, when

did this happen? And the fact that it's not different, like, you think you're gonna 



have like this, Oh, I feel so different. And I was like, wait a minute, like, Oh, I

thought my hair was gonna grow like two inches, right? Lose 10 pounds immediately,

right? I'm going to Gucci shopping spree? No, I'm gonna pay taxes and more coaches. 
That's what I'm gonna do.

That was the fun celebration. When I realized my tax bill. I was like, Alright, 
golly, okay, cool.

But right, yeah. So this is really working on that belief, and really wanting to be 
the example for other people, for other coaches for other women. Because I just 
think there's so much in us in so many of us never allow the fullest expression of 
ourselves, yeah, to be seen by the world. And there's so much value in that. And I 
just always believe, like, there's somebody somewhere that is waiting for me to push
past fear and self doubt, and all this other stuff, so that I can help them. Like I 
have this gift that can help people. And if I don't show up, there's a woman 
somewhere that may not ever, like reach her full potential, not because of me, but 
just because of the tools that she doesn't know exists. So those are the daily 
reminders, like on those days where it's like, I hate the algorithm. I don't want to
be on social media. I'm so sick of this, like on those days that I have to tap into.
This is not about me. This is about serving and adding value and helping other 
people live their best life and really be the best version of themselves. And in 
turn, I also get to grow I also get to become a better person because I gotta like 
walk the walk. I can't Just go around telling people this stuff and then I'm just 
like, I'm not gonna do it, but you should do it right. Yeah. Right. That's not an 
integrity. So like, all the things I talked about are things that I really do. And 
really struggle with. My clients are always like me, I'm always amazed as I'm like, 
dang, I know. I can see right through you because you're me like, we're this person.
Yes.

That's my favorite. I love all my clients. And I, one of the, as a side note, one of
the things I noticed when my clients is like, we're all like, a little bit boozy, 
like we can get in and get it done. We'll get our hands dirty. We're all like, what 
if I could upgrade to business class, then like, I'll prefer that thing every time. 
Every time every Oh, yes. Yeah, I love it. So what I heard in that was there's this 
because I think sometimes when you are feeling like it's not working, it's not 
working. I'm not selling a money result or a business result. Yeah, I must need to 
fix something about my sales and marketing, when in reality, what actually needs to 
happen is you have to go back and take the time to sell yourself on what you're 
doing and why you're doing it. And what are those results and challenging the 
beliefs that you have? Right about who you are your product? And who your audiences 
like, constantly looking at and challenging those beliefs. Like that's, that's the 
work surprise. It's not another way of marketing like it. Right. Right. Like, it's 
not, there's not like a sales technique that you're missing. It's not like you need 
to get on Twitter, because you're not on Twitter. It's, it's this. It's a belief 
about your work and who you serve and who you are.

Yeah, and I think, you know, we probably work with very similar women, like, we're 
so ambitious, and we see what we want. The immediate, like knee jerk reaction is 



like, I gotta do something. Yes. Let me get into action. Let me busy mommy do all 
the things. And I think for a lot of us is really disappointing. It's kind of like, 
I can't like muscle my way into this, like, Oh, I gotta like, actually, like, sit 
down. And I have clients that are running really successful businesses, and to stop 
and pause and like, feel your feelings. It feels like a waste of time, if you don't 
have time to like, feel disappointment and self doubt. Like, I don't have time for 
that. But then once they do it, it's literally like, oh, okay, I should have known 
this before, because I could have, you know, avoided a lot of writing. And I gave 
myself and I think it's just like you said, like, we all just want like, we're just 
kind of how greedy, right? Like, yeah, yeah, I do this,

how great he is great. And it's not like this, like, you know, like, oh, you're 
lazy. And you're greedy in that way. But it's the same, we want the action we want 
to like, because that's what we that's what we know, right? Oh, I do things and 
stuff happens. But this is like a different level of like, to learn how to sell. And
I would offer to, in my mind, and which is why we're having this conversation. I 
have heard people say that the state a distinction between like, Oh, your business 
is easy and works because you're a business coach or like, right. That's why people 
want the business things. Right. This is there are so many business coaches, so many
so many, like, it is absurd. This is the same, it's actually the same in terms of 
like having to do this work. To speed up, you got to slow down.

Right, exactly. And that's what most of us don't want to hear. Because as women 
we're so used to wearing so many hats and doing all of the things and being 
everything to everybody when you start talking about like, hey, slow down. Think no 
deal. It's like no, I don't have time for that. Yeah, I gotta go to carpool. And I 
gotta fix dinner. And then I gotta like, run a business and hit church needs stuff. 
And all right, and all the things that we have to do. Yeah, surprise,

surprise. You heard it here first. You don't need to buy anything. You actually just
need to like be with yourself. And yeah, challenge. Exactly. What you're right. It 
feels really disappointing, but let down. Yeah, but it's uh, but that's what that's 
it's the work. That's what you got to do. It is. So tell me a little bit about being
a high earner as a W two employee, because what were you doing before you were a 
coach?

All the things. Oh, the doctor comes from pharmacy. So I have a farm D and I 
practice pharmacy and I had a staff and pharmacy and all of those things for a 
hospital system, one of the largest hospital systems here. And then when I had kids,
I was like, yeah, this design. Really, this is not it. And so I started working for 
our family company, which is construction in large scale grounds maintenance. I went
from pharmacy to construction manager I have like a I have a foreign DNA MBA and I 
would just tell myself, I got an MBA, so that's why I can do difference. Yes. thing.
And so pharmacists make a decent living, you know, they start out out of school 
making six figures, like it's just kind of the norm. And I think what has made me 
the most proud is that I realized, because I was like, why I know what it's like to 
make money. Like, I know how to do that. And even working from my family's company, 
like I get a check, right? And I was like, I know how it feels. But it's so 
different. I realized I was like, Well, wait a minute, I've never made $100,000 like
me, right? I've never done that. I've always just like got a direct deposit every 



two weeks. Yes, that might add to that at the end of the year. So it's a very 
different feeling. And it's, you could feel very accomplished both ways. And it's 
just a different feel. It's like, oh, okay, I can do this thing. Like, I made this 
happen. It was because like, my dad was signing the check every week, or the 
hospital was paying me like I did this thing. And it's, it's a lot of pride around. 
Like, I feel very proud about that. I feel really proud of it. So

that's awesome. And I really like the like you said, it's not like either is bad, 
right? Because I don't think everybody needs to be an entrepreneur. And there are a 
lot of entrepreneurs like myself, who I'm like, I'm just unemployable. I couldn't go
get a job if I wanted to at this point. Oh, yeah, I'm like, Well, I can work 10 
hours a week, and I'm gonna need $300,000 and I end up 4pm. That's all I got.

Cut it in pharmacy. I'd be like, do you have a chair? for lunch? And like, I don't 
want to do any of this. I don't want to talk to people like, yeah, it would be a 
problem.

Yes. Same. But so they're, they're both fine. Both options are just fine. I think 
one of the most brilliant things that you end up learning and building on yourself 
when you are creating money versus and you're still creating money over there. But 
like, yeah, is this pride is this self trust? It's the self confidence, this 
maturity of like, it's not like you weren't creating money over there. But there are
a lot of other variables and like mu rises, right? And over here, you're like, Oh, I
created all these dollars, right?

Yeah. And I could do it as much as I want. Yes, for as long as I want. And there's 
no ceiling to that. Like for me pharmacy was, I was a pharmacist in charge. And that
was like, that's pretty much it. There's nowhere to go unless I want to like be the 
head of all of that. I didn't want to do that. And so this is like, I could do as 
much I could go as far as I want.

Yeah, like you can ever you want. Yeah,

you could create whatever you want. And I think that is the beauty of 
entrepreneurship. It's also hard. Yes, the double edged sword, but it's like, it's 
it's just amazing. So many amazing possibilities in that. Yeah.

I love that. Okay, I've got one or two more questions, and then we're going to go 
into a speed round flash round of questions. Okay. We were just talking about how, 
you know, there's pride in it. It's great that you can build whatever you want. But 
sometimes it's challenging because you can build whatever you want. Tell me about 
the shape of your business now, like, do you predominantly do one on one coaching? 
And then like, what do you think your business might look like a year from now?

So I do one on one coaching. So like, that's the only thing I do right now. I 
actually was going to launch a group to start in September, and I had to check 
myself. Like, why are you doing this? Why do you feel like you need to do? Can you 
be kind to yourself, because I have a lot of personal stuff going on with kids going
back to school and sports and like being a wife and all these things. And I realized
that I would not be kind to myself through the month, like I knew I was going to be 



really hard on myself and just like push through. Don't worry about feeling like 
it's okay, if you want to break down, just go through it like Yeah, and I literally 
was like, No, we're gonna stick to them one on ones, and be okay with that. Because 
there's not, it's not a race. Like, I don't want to hustle and burn myself out. Just
to say, Oh, I hit my goal, and then be miserable. Like, that's not that's not the 
vibe. So I just do one on one coaching, eventually, I will add the groups because I 
do like I want to work with as many women as possible. So I will add the groups. And
I think there's a different dynamic from that. So totally, it'll be one on ones and 
groups like that's best for the foreseeable future. I don't know. Maybe you can give
me some direction about I don't

know what that says. First of all very important things you just said number one, 
it's not a race. No, not a race. And I think sometimes we in the online business 
world, everything is so concentrated, right? So we see a lot of like success stories
and a lot of like, they're going so fast. How is this happening? Yeah or not? Some 
people are random for this episode, there's one that I published called, why isn't 
it working yet? Like, why is it? Why isn't my business working? It probably is you 
just right are being like, there's so many messages. It's just because yeah, but 
that's just because because of online business, we can see so much like there's 
right. Well, that we're looking at is ginormous of, yes, there are people that go 
really fast. There are people that go really slow, there are people in the middle 
like, so it's not it's not a race, right. And one of the things you have to let go 
of is, you know, you pushing yourself against imaginary standards, because it's not,
it's not a race. So I love so much that you mentioned like, yeah, I plan on doing a 
launch. And then I unplanned it because I'm like murder myself trying to for what 
like there's, you can do this just as well. next spring, if you at any point. 
Exactly. Yeah. So it's not a race. And then yeah, I really think with 
entrepreneurship, which is why this podcast is called one year from now, we really 
only ever can think i think that far in advance. Because so much is going to be 
added to our vision and change. And no, we don't we don't know. Life happens, right?
You might decide to do something out like anything can happen. So I just appreciate 
your like candidness of like, I don't know, probably this and this. We'll see. We'll
see. Yeah, and that's a perfectly awesome explanation. And I just, I want to point 
that out, because I think so much. So it's not like when you're an employee where 
it's like, yes, I'm this and then I'm a lead this and then I'm lead this and then 
I'm ahead of this. Exactly. It's not like that you get to do whatever you want. 
Yeah, exactly. Okay, Crystal, I have four flash round questions for you. We didn't 
we did not talk about this, which these questions ahead of time. So she's really 
excited. I'm stressing her out. I basically have four questions for you. And you can
just answer with whatever comes to mind. Number one, what book are you reading? Or 
have you recently read that you really enjoyed?

I am reading currently, I do read a lot. That's something I've implemented now. I'm 
like, I can read I can actually read a book. My dad bought me this book called Jesus
as life coach, or Jesus, his life coach, and is very fascinating. And he wrote a 
really nice note. He's like, oh, to my favorite life coach. I'm actually reading 
that right now. And it's, it's amazing.

That's awesome. Number two, because food is important around these parts. What kind 
of snack or are you like, what kind of snacks do you like? Are you snack throughout 



the day? Are you like,

hold off?

Yeah, I'm a snack throughout the day. I would have ABS if we talked about the head 
coach summer, it would be happening if I didn't. I like that. Like

I'm so glad I didn't have tea. I went to go take a drink. Right? I was answering it.
I was shot tea all over the place. Oh, tell us about what I had abs. Yeah. Are you 
like salty snacks? Sweet snacks. What do you like?

I just depends I kind of like yesterday I was in I try to like pick, you know, air 
quote healthy snack. So I have this thing for like roasted salted plantain chips, 
because they taste like potato chips. But then also I have like dark chocolate 
almonds. So I was like alternating. Every time I went in the pantry. I like reach in
there and be like, just get a couple's probably 8000 calories, chocolate and plant.

Those are vegetables and that's our healthy. Healthy dark chocolate is not milk 
chocolate. So this is not a nutritional podcast, so don't know. Alright, question 
number three. I want you to imagine there's been a zombie apocalypse. Okay, and you 
can only take three things with you from your house. What three things do you get? 
Oh, can I take my refrigerator? Probably not electricity. There's no okay. So this 
is how I decide like who I'm going to be with like the world's ending and you 
already right. I really didn't make the list of Yeah,

I try to figure out okay, so I probably would find like some type of food like that 
I could eat because I would think about that, like, you know, crackers or some non 
perishables I would do that. Does my family count? Do I have to do I have to bring 
them like they counted my three are they just like automatically cuz

they Yeah, they will run out the door right

with you. Okay, all right. Okay, perfect. So I would also bring My favorite robe, 
huh? As if I would be relaxing during this just in case, right? While the zombies 
around I have a very comfy robe and then I would probably bring my journal and a 
Bible because I would Okay, it'd be like, help me

out it revelations questions so those things I would break. I did not laugh, 
obviously.

I love this.

This is this is partly like I said me just like getting to talk to my friends about 
like right now you know?

And we're not bring you okay? Yeah, yeah, I will love you from afar as I'm reading 
off, right? Make it we're gonna make it. That's okay.

That's okay. Last question is Where can people find you online? Is there anything 
that you want to share with my audience that you're working on it and are excited 



about?

They can find me online at Dr. Crystal Connor on Instagram, LinkedIn and Facebook. I
try and take time, but it's not. My kids are embarrassed that this does not feel 
like home for me. So yeah. And then I'm at Crystal Conner calm. And I would just 
like for your audience to just be encouraged. I love that you work with 
entrepreneurs, and especially first generation entrepreneurs, because it's so 
rewarding to build something and to create this legacy that you can pass on. And I'm
a fourth generation entrepreneur. And so it just seems like this is just what you 
do. And I love the fact that you were introducing this and helping support 
entrepreneurs as they like, grow and start their legacy. So I just want to say that 
like I really love that you do that and offer that support. Oh, you just want to 
encourage all of us like we are do not believe the Instagram hype. Everybody's shred
that. Like we all have moments where we are struggling, I don't care if you're 
making seven figures and you're making nothing like the thoughts are pretty much the
same across the board. There's like not one of us that has not been like this is the
end. Yeah. Not gonna work. So just to add that encouragement and to surround 
yourself with other entrepreneurs like you and I being Instagram friends and being 
able to like, I know that if I were like, in the middle of a meltdown, I have 
multiple people that would understand and be like, get up, like, have your tantrum, 
and then get up and get back to it. So I think that's really important to have a 
support system and not try to do it by their no award for doing this thing by 
yourself. Like no prizes.

No, that's so funny. Yeah, I was just thinking of writing a post, like, no one's 
gonna, like, show up with a badge for you like you want. Here's it like that's, 
that's not gonna happen. So it's not so it's more fun with friends. It's more fun 
with friends. Crystal, thank you so much for being on the podcast and just sharing 
your wisdom and your experience as an entrepreneur. And I'll probably have you back 
in the future because this was a lot of fun. I love it. Yeah, we're like we're hot 
coaches. I know. How can you summer together? Yes. Hi, coaches gotta stick together.
Stick together. So yeah, I love that. Thank you so much. Thank you. Thank you for 
listening to this episode of one year from now. You can find the show notes and all 
the links we mentioned at brainspace optimize comm slash podcast. If you want to 
chat me up about all things entrepreneurship, then head to brain space optimized 
comm and join my email list. This is where we have rich conversations about the 
experience of business ownership is thoughtful. It's funny. I like getting responses
and chatting with you all it's a good time. Lastly, you can find me on Instagram at 
brain space optimized. We will see you in the next episode.


